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Abstract

Searches for HZ production with the Higgs boson decaying into an invisible �nal
state have been performed with the data collected by the DELPHI experiment
up to the centre�of�mass energy of �		
� GeV
 The hadronic and muon pair
�nal states of the Z boson were analysed
 No signal was found
 Upper limits
on the cross�section and the corresponding Higgs boson mass limits were set
at �� con�dence level
 Combining these results with DELPHI results for the
visible modes� a �� con�dence level Higgs mass lower limit of ��
� GeV was
obtained� independent of the branching ratio into visible and invisible decays
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� Introduction

This paper presents a search for the production of e�e� � HZ with Z � q�q or
Z � ���� and the Higgs decaying into stable non�interacting particles rendering it
invisible �see �gure ��
 Such invisible Higgs decays can occur in Supersymmetry��� or
other models like Majoron models ����� and have been previously searched for �����
 The
search described here was performed on the data collected by DELPHI in the high energy
runs of ���	 at �		
� GeV centre�of�mass energy
 The DELPHI results at energies from
��� to �	� GeV ���	�� as well as the results in the visible decay modes at �		
� GeV ���
have been taken into account in deriving the new results


The paper is organised as follows� �rst the searches with hadronic Z decays are de�
scribed� followed by the search with Z� ���� decays
 The limits are calculated in the
last section
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Figure �� Feynman graph describing the HZ production with the Higgs decaying into
invisible particles� e
g
 the lightest supersymmetric particle �LSP� or a Majoron �J� in
models with an extended Higgs sector


� The DELPHI Detector

The general criteria for the selection of the events are mainly based on the informa�
tion from the tracking system� the calorimeters and the muon chambers of the DELPHI
detector
 The DELPHI detector and its performance are described in detail in ����� with
the exception of the silicon tracker� which is described in ����


� Hadronic channel

The hadronic decay of the Z represents ��
� of the HZ �nal states
 The signature
of an invisible Higgs boson decay is a pair of acoplanar and acollinear jets with a mass
compatible with the Z mass and missing energy and momentum of the invisible decay


The analysed data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of ���
� pb�� at a
centre�of�mass energy of �		
� GeV
 A detector quality selection was used� requiring that



�

both the tracking system and the calorimeters were fully operational
 The background
processes e�e��f�f�n�� were generated using the Monte Carlo generator PYTHIA ����

Processes leading to charged and neutral current four�fermion �nal states were generated
with the EXCALIBUR generator ����
 In the �nal state q�qe��� the GRC�F generator�����
with fermion mass e�ects included� was used to describe the phase space at low electron
polar angles� where the �nite electron mass is relevant
 The TWOGAM program ���� was
used to describe the two�photon interactions
 For the signal simulation the HZHA Monte
Carlo generator ���� was used
 For this analysis samples of Higgs masses between �� and
��
� GeV�c� in � GeV�c� steps from �� GeV�c� and �
� GeV�c� steps from �� GeV�c�

were used
 Both signal and background events were processed through the full DELPHI
detector simulation����


��� Event selection

Event variables were computed using reconstructed particles that satisfy the following
criteria
 Charged particles were de�ned as reconstructed tracks with momenta above
��� MeV�c� extrapolating to within � cm from the primary vertex in R� and within
�� cm in zy
 The primary vertex of the event was calculated using good quality tracks as
used in beauty quark identi�cation ���� with the additional constraint of the beam spot
determined by the event vertices of nearby events
 Neutral particles were de�ned either
as calorimeter showers without associated tracks or as interaction or decay vertices in the
tracking volume �e
g
 converted photons and V 
 particles�
 The low energy thresholds
depended on the particle type and the polar angle with the minimum at ��� MeV
 A
set of twelve variables was chosen to separate the signal from background
 For most
variables the event was forced in two jets or when necessary� the jets were de�ned with
the default scaled invariant mass parameter yjoin � m�

min�E
�
vis � ����
 The particles were

clustered in jets with the LUCLUS���� routine
 These variables can be grouped together
according to the di�erent background topologies they should suppress
 The �rst group
consists of variables used to suppress the bulk of q�q production� including s�channel q�q�
production as well as t�channel two�photon interactions yielding hadrons boosted in the
beam direction and little missing transverse momentum�

� E��E
Z
� � the normalised energy of a photon� assumed to have escaped in the beam

direction� deduced from the polar angles of the two main jet directions in the event

The photon energy estimate was normalised to the energy expected for a photon
recoiling against an on�shell Z in order to minimise the e�ect of small variations of
the centre�of�mass energy in the data compared to simulation�

� pn T � the missing momentum�
� cos��Pmis� � cosine of the missing momentum angle to the z�axis�
� E�� � �����Evis� the fraction of the total visible energy below polar angles of ����
� Acollinearity� the acollinearity of the two jets


A second group consists of variables used against isolated particles
 In most cases
these come from a W�W� pair decaying into q�q� and a lepton or from q�q production
with an initial state radiated photon in the detector acceptance�

� Econe�Eisol� the energy sum in the double cone� de�ned by half opening angles ��

and 	max� around the most isolated particle divided by its energy
 The most isolated
particle is de�ned as the particle with momentum above � GeV�c with the smallest

yThe z axis is de�ned by the direction of the electron beam� R�
p

x� � y� is the radius and � is the azimuth angle in

the xy plane�



�

energy sum in the double cone
 In the momentum interval from � to � GeV�c� 	max

is set to ��� in order to maximise the sensitivity to isolated particles from tau decays
in W�W� � q�q�
� events� while an opening angle of ��� is used for particles with
higher momenta�

� Eisol� the energy of the most isolated particle� as de�ned above�
� min�Mn�jet�� the minimum jet mass in the event using the default scaled invariant
mass parameter for clusterization�

� max�pT �Jet� the highest transverse momentum of the jet�particles� de�ned by cal�
culating the transverse momentum of every particle with respect to the nearest jet
and taking the maximum


The last group of variables contains information about the missing energy� momentum
and mass�

� Evis�Ecms� the total reconstructed energy� normalised to the total centre�of�mass
energy�

� Acoplanarity� the log�
 of the scaled acoplanarity
 Acoplanarity is de�ned as �	���
��� where �� is the di�erence in azimuthal angle between the two jets� when forcing
the reconstruction in exactly two jets
 In order to compensate for the geometrical
instability of this variable for jets at low polar angles it was scaled by the sine of the
minimum polar angle between one of the jets and the beam axis�

� Thrust� the thrust� computed in the rest frame of the visible system
 The trans�
formation into the rest frame is made in order to compensate the smearing due to
the boost of the jet system
 This thrust variable de�nes a resolution of acoplanarity
which is broader in spherical multijet events


In addition to these variables� the visible mass Mvis was used in the preselection


After a multihadronic preselection �step A� and cuts against radiative photons �step
B� as described in our previous paper ���� we apply the cuts shown in table � �step C�

The number of events remaining after each step are shown in table �
 The comparison of
data and Monte Carlo simulation is satisfactory at this stage� as shown for some variables
in �gure �� where any possible discrepancies are away from the regions expected for a
signal
 A further background reduction is obtained by an iterated nonlinear discriminant
analysis �IDA�� as described in ��	�
 The twelve variables mentioned above are used in
the IDA
 The number of background events after the �rst IDA iteration is also shown
in table �
 After these cuts the signal e�ciencies are around �� for Higgs masses
around �� GeV�c� as shown in table �
 The background can be further reduced by a
second IDA iteration at the expense of a reduction in e�ciency
 The residual background
versus e�ciency is shown in �gure �
 The working point� i
e
 the optimal combination of
e�ciency and background� determined by maximising the expected mass limit as function
of e�ciency� is indicated by the dashed line in �gure �


The mass limit is determined by the Modi�ed Frequentist Likelihood Ratio technique
�MFLR� ���� using the recoil masses in the Hq�q and the H���� channels as input
 The
Hq�q recoil mass� which corresponds to the mass of the invisible Higgs� is calculated from
the visible energy and the visible mass using the following expression�

Minv �

vuut�Ecms � mZEvis

Mvis

��
�
�
mZpn
Mvis

��
�

where pn is the missing momentum and mZ is the Z mass




�

Variable lower cut upper cut

E��E
Z
� � ��	


pn T � �� GeV�c

E�� � ����Evis � ���

Acollinearity � 
��

Eisol � �� GeV

min�Mn�jet ��
 GeV�c� �
 GeV�c�

Evis � ���
 �Ecms

log���scaled Acoplanarity ��� �

Thrust ��� �

Mvis 

 GeV�c� ��� GeV�c�

Table �� Hq�q channel� Preselection step C


Selection Data total MC q�q�� CC ��f q�q� q�q��� ���Bhabha

Step A ����� ����
�	 ���� ��	��� ������� 	��� 	����

Step B ��	�� ���
��
 ���� ������ ����	�� 	��� 	����

Step C ���	 ������ ���� ����� ����� ��� �����

�st IDA ��� ����
 �	�� ���� ���� ��� ��


�nal 
� �
������ �
�	���� �������� �
������ ������� ���

Table �� Hq�q channel� Data and simulated background numbers after di�erent steps of
the analysis

��� Results from the hadronic channel

The selected data sample consists of �� events� with an expected background of ���� �
��� �stat�� ��������
 �syst
� The largest background component in the �nal selection consists of
W�W� pairs with one W boson decaying into hadrons and the other one into 
 leptons
with large energy escaping in neutrinos
 The systematic uncertainties in the background
are dominated by the imprecision of the detector simulation in reproducing tails of event
variable distributions


To study these e�ects� the distributions of reconstructed particle multiplicities in the
simulation are smeared
 The amount of particle level smearing is speci�ed by the small
deviations observed between data and simulation in a high statistics sample of hadronic

Preselection E�ciency ��� for di�erent mH �GeV�c�

�� �
 �� �
 �� �
 	� 	��
 	
 	��


Step A 	��� 	��� 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��
 	��
 ����

Step B ���� �
�� �
�
 ���� ���� �
�� ���� ���	 ���	 ����

Step C �	�� ���� 
	�� ���� ���� �
�	 �
�� ���� ���� �	��

�st IDA ���� �	�� 
��� 
	�� �
�� ���� �	�� ���	 ���� ����

�nal ���� �
�� �
�� ���� 
��� 
	�� 
��	 
��	 
��� ���	

��stat� ��� ��� ��
 ��� ��� ��
 ��� ��
 ��� ���

Table �� Hq�q channel� Signal e�ciencies after di�erent steps of the analysis






Z events �
p
s�mZ�� collected under the same experimental conditions
 These smearings

are applied in particle classes of di�erent types� momenta and polar angles
 Using the
modi�ed simulations and keeping the same working point� 	��� � ����stat� events are
selected
 The di�erence was used as an asymmetric systematic error
 Another source
of systematics is the in�uence of the Monte�Carlo generator used in the analysis
 The
di�erence between the EXCALIBUR and PYTHIA four�fermion simulations contributes an
error of about ��� which is used as an asymmetric error at the lower edge� while the
error obtained by the smearing dominates the high edge
 The systematic uncertainties
in the e�ciencies were checked using a signal�like event sample of hadron jet topologies
which were tagged by the presence of isolated particles �leptons from W�W� decays or
isolated photons in q�q� events�
 The event variables were computed using the hadronic
systems recoiling against the isolated particles and were passed through the selection

The agreement between the data and simulation limits the uncertainty in the signal
e�ciencies to a maximum of � ��


� Muon channel

The H����channel represents �
� of the HZ �nal states
 The experimental signature
is a pair of acoplanar and acollinear muons� with an invariant mass compatible with the
expectation from Z�����decays
 The signal and background simulations were made
with the same programs as in the hadronic channel� except that the KORALZ generator
���� was used to describe the �����n�� background� the PYTHIA���� generator was used
to describe the four�fermion �nal states and the BHWIDE generator ���� was used for the
Bhabha processes
 The analysed data sample at �	� GeV corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of ��	
� pb��
 No data quality selection was applied


��� Particle and Event selection

Charged particles were selected if their momentumwas greater than ��� MeV�c and if
they came from the interaction region within �� cm along the beam direction and within
� cm in the transverse plane
 Particles with momenta more than ��� of the beam
energy or with large momentum errors ��p�p greater than ���� were rejected
 Neutral
particles were selected if their associated energy in the calorimeters was above ��� MeV


Events were required to have no more than � charged particles
 The two fastest
particles are the lepton candidates and must have opposite charges and momenta greater
than �� GeV�c
 The other particles must have momenta below � GeV�c
 This allows
HZ�Z� ����� events with two muons accompanied by an electron pair coming from
the conversion of a �nal state radiation to be recovered
 The rejection of cosmic ray
events was ensured by requiring an acollinearity of the two lepton candidates greater
than one degree
 At least one hit in the vertex detector associated to the fastest charged
particle was also required to further reduce the triggers from cosmic rays
 Then the sum
of the energy of all charged particles must be greater than ����

p
s
 At this level ��
�

of Bhabha events and ��
� of �� events were rejected

A muon identi�cation was performed for the two fastest charged particles in the even�

t� to further reduce Bhabha and ��fermion background
 The muon identi�cation was
provided primarily by the algorithm described in ���� which relies on the association of
charged particle tracks to signals in the barrel and forward muon chambers
 The same
algorithm has been extended to the surrounding muon chambers
 The longitudinal pro�le
of the energy deposition in the hadron calorimeter was used in addition to improve the



�

e�ciency of the muon identi�cation
 Since ����� the detailed information on the shape
of hadronic showers as provided by the new cathode readout was used for the muon i�
denti�cation
 The performance of the muon identi�cation at

p
s ��	� GeV has been

cross�checked using Z � ������� and Z � 
�
���� simulated events
 After the muon
identi�cation� the dominant background comes from ������� and �� � ���� processes

No Bhabha events survive the muon identi�cation


Two thirds of the remaining photon�photon processes were suppressed by selecting a
momentum of the faster muon greater than �� GeV�c� and lower than �� GeV�c
 Then�
the visible mass of the event must be between ��
� GeV�c� and ��
� GeV�c�
 At this
level of selection� the dominant background comes from ����� with the photon along
the beam pipe
 Most of the ��fermion and ��photon background was suppressed after
rejecting events with an acoplanarity of the muon pair with respect to the beam axis
below �
	��
 The acollinearity of the muon pair must also be larger than �
�� and below
���
 The sum of the momenta in the plane transverse to the beam axis was required to
be greater than �� GeV�c
 The missing momentum had to be greater than ��
� GeV�c
and below ��
� GeV�c� and its direction had to deviate from the beam axis by more than
��
��


The previous selections have been obtained by a step�wise optimisation in which each
selection cut value has been varied in the search for an optimal e�ciency for a given
background value� iterating over the variables until a stable selection is achieved
 The
optimisation has been performed on half of the simulated samples and the selection
was then applied to the remaining simulation samples to de�ne unbiased e�ciencies
and backgrounds
 Higgs boson masses from �� to ��
� GeV�c� were considered in
the optimisation
 The working point� i
e
 the optimal combination of e�ciency and
background� was determined by maximising the expected limit


��� Results from the muon channel

Table � details the e�ect of the selections on the data and simulated samples contribut�
ing to the background
 The agreement of the data with the background simulations

selection data total W�W� ZZ� 	�	��� Ze�e� �� Bhabha H	�	�

bkg� 
�
��� We�e ���

Anti�cosmics 	��	 	�	� �
	 	��
 	�	 ���� ���	 ���
 �	��

	 identi�cation ��
� ���� �
�� ��
� ��� ���� 
�� � ����

Lepton momenta ��	 ��
 �
�� ���� ��� ���	 �
�	 � ����

Visible mass ��� ��� ���� ���� ��� ��

 ���� � ����

Event shape 	 	�
� ���� ���� ���� ���� � � ����

Miss� momentum � ���� ���� ���� ���� � � � ����

Table �� H���� channel� e�ect of the selections on data� simulated background and
simulated signal events at

p
s � �	� GeV
 The q�q����channel is omitted in the table�

because it accounts to �
�� events after the �rst and � after the second cut
 The event
shape selection corresponds to the cuts on the acoplanarity� on the acollinearity and
on the sum of transverse momenta
 The PYTHIA generator was used to simulate the
four�fermion processes
 E�ciencies are given for a mH��� GeV�c� simulation
 The zero
quantities have been cross�checked by ignoring the muon identi�cation cut with no new
entries at the end




�

was satisfactory after cosmic ray rejection
 This can also be seen in �gure �� which shows
the distributions of the acoplanarity and the acollinearity of the two lepton candidates
after the cosmic ray rejection� the momentum of the faster muon and the visible mass of
the event after the muon identi�cation


At the end of the analysis� the expected background comes mainly from W�W�� and
amounts to �
	� � �
�� �stat� � �
�� �syst� events
 The systematics were derived as
explained in ���
 In order to check the sensitivity to generator level e�ects� the four�
fermion processes obtained with PYTHIA and EXCALIBUR were compared at each step of
the selection� as shown in table �


The signal e�ciencies for di�erent Higgs boson masses are given in Table �
 After the
combination with the results obtained in the H���� channel at

p
s � �	� GeV ���� 	

events are left in the data� compared to ��������� �stat� ����� �syst� expected from the
simulation


Selection Data bkg� bkg�p
s���	 GeV PYTHIA ��f EXCALIBUR ��f

Anti�cosmics 	��	 	 �	�� �

 	 ���� �



	 identi�cation ��
� � ���� �� � �	�� ��

Lepton momenta ��	 ��
� 	 ���� 	

Visible mass ��� ���� � ���� �

Event shape 	 	�
�� ��	� 	���� ����

Miss� momentum � ����� ���� 
��	� ��
�

Table �� H���� channel � The expected backgrounds are compared when PYTHIA or
EXCALIBUR is used as ��fermion generator


mH � GeV�c� E�ciency ��

���� ���
� ��� ����
����

�
�� ����� ��� ����
����

���� 
���� ��� ����
����

�
�� 
���� ��� ���	
����

���� ����� ��� ����
���


�
�� ����� ��� ����
����

	��� ����� ��� ����
����

	��
 ���	� ��� ���

����

	
�� ����� ��� ����
����

	��
 ���	� ��� ����
����

Table �� H���� channel� e�ciency of the selection at
p
s � �	� GeV as a function of

the mass of the Higgs boson
 The �rst errors given are statistical� the second ones are
systematic
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� Limits

��� Model independent limits

In this letter� we de�ne model�independent by being independent of the relative
branching ratios between visible SM and invisible Higgs boson decays� while a SM pro�
duction cross section is assumed


The cross�section and mass limits were computed again with the MFLR method ����

The event rates in the analysis of the DELPHI

p
s � ��� to ��� GeV data���� and the

distributions of the reconstructed masses at �	� GeV ��� and �	� GeV were included in
the likelihood function
 The distribution of reconstructed missing masses of muon pair
and hadronic candidates at �	� GeV and �	� GeV is shown in �gure �


Figure � displays the observed and expected upper limits on the cross�section for
the process e�e� � Z�anything�H�invisible� as a function of the Higgs mass
 From the
comparison with the Standard Model Higgs cross�section the observed �expected� mass
limits are ��
	 �	�
�� GeV�c�


In general� the branching ratio into invisible particles BRinv can be a free parameter
and the remaining decay modes are then visible and are assumed to follow the SM decay
probabilities
 In this case the searches for visible and invisible Higgs decays can be
combined to determine the excluded region in the BR versus mH plane assuming SM
production cross�sections
 Using the DELPHI limits on the visible cross�section ��� a
lower mass limit of ��
� GeV�c� can be set independent of the hypothesis on the fraction
of invisible decay modes� as shown in �gure �
 In computing these limits� the overlap
between the standard H��� and the invisible Higgs hadronic selections have been resolved�
conservatively for the limit� by omitting the H��� �Hinvq�q� results in the region BRinv 
���� ���


��� Limits for a Majoron Model

The limits computed above can be used to set a limit on the Higgs bosons in a Majoron
model with one doublet � and one singlet �
 Mixing of the real parts of � and � leads to
two massive Higgs bosons�

H � �R cos � � �R sin �

S � �R sin � � �R cos �

where � is the mixing angle
 The imaginary part of the singlet is identi�ed as the Majoron

The Majoron is decoupled from the fermions and gauge bosons� but might have a large
coupling to the Higgs bosons
 In this model the free parameters are the masses of H and
S� the mixing angle � and the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two �elds �
and � � tan � � v�

v�
�
 The production rates of the H and S are reduced with respect to

the SM Higgs boson� by factors of cos� � and sin� �� respectively
 The decay widths of
the H and S into the heaviest possible fermion�antifermion pair are reduced by the same
factor and their decay widths into a Majoron pair are proportional to the complementary
factors �cos� � for S and sin� � for H�
 Concentrating on the case where the invisible Higgs
decay mode is dominant �tan� large�� the excluded region in the mixing angle versus
Higgs mass plane is shown in �gure 	




	

� Conclusion

In data samples of ���
� pb�� for the q�q channel and ��	 pb�� for ���� channel
collected by the DELPHI detector at a centre�of�mass energy of �	� GeV� �� hadronic
events and � muon pair events were selected with expected backgrounds of ������������� and
��	� ��	� respectively


Combining these results and the earlier DELPHI analyses� we set a �� CL lower mass
limit of ��
	 GeV�c� for Higgs bosons with a Standard Model cross�section and with ���
branching fraction into invisible decays
 By combining this search for invisible decays with
previous limits on visible decays we can set a �� CL lower mass limit of ��
� GeV�c�

for a Higgs boson with an arbitrary invisible branching fraction
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Figure �� Hq�q channel � a comparison of data �dots� and simulated background for
various variables of the Hq�q channel after the selection step C
 The upper histogram line
�thin� is the sum of qq��� �hatched�� ��fermion background �double hatched�� �� and a
small contribution from Bhabha processes�white�
 The thick line is the expected signal
distribution for a �� GeV�c� Higgs boson scaled by a factor of ����
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Figure �� Hq�q channel � The expected background as function of the e�ciency for a Higgs
signal of �� GeV�c�
 The indicated lines represent the most important backgrounds with
the black line showing the sum of all the backgrounds
 The vertical dashed line marks
the working point� which has been calculated for a Higgs mass of 	� GeV�c�
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Figure �� H���� analysis� distributions of the acoplanarity �a�b� and of the acollinearity
�c�d� of the two muon candidates after the rejection of cosmic ray events� distributions
of the momentum of the faster muon �e�f� and of the visible mass �g�h� after the muon
identi�cation
 Plots on the left show a comparison between

p
s ��	� GeV data �points�

and simulated background events �solid line� normalised to the experimental luminosity

The light grey area represents the contribution from the ��fermion background� the dark
grey the contribution of Bhabha and ��photon processes� and the white area the contri�
bution of ll���
 Plots on the right show the unnormalised expected distributions for a
Higgs boson of �� GeV�c�
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Figure �� Distribution of missing masses of Hq�q and H���� event candidates at �	� and
�	� GeV
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Figure �� The �� CL upper limit on the cross�section e�e� � Z�anything�H�invisible�
as a function of the Higgs boson mass
 The dashed line shows the standard model
cross�section for the Higgs production with a BRinv of ���
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Figure �� The excluded Higgs limits as function of the branching ratio into invisible
decays BRinv� assuming a ��BRinv branching ratio into standard visible decay modes
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Figure 	� Limit on sin� � as a function of the Higgs mass at �� CL
 S and H are the
Higgs bosons in the Majoron model with expected production rates for large tan�
 In
this case the Higgs boson only decays invisibly



